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The Ford Ranger is a pickup truck in the compact to mid-size, half-ton, class. Ford added
improvements to the '87 Ranger designed to make it more responsive on the highway and more
versatile as an off-road vehicle. Engine options for the Ford ranger were a 2. The two
transmission choices were a five-speed manual or a four speed automatic. While both the twoand four-wheel drive models averaged a combined 22 mpg, the two-wheel drive model with the
2. The four-wheel drive version, with the larger 2. The four-wheel drive '87 Ranger had 7 inches
of ground clearance, making it more capable off road. The '87 also had inch tires and a stronger,
tubular-style grille guard and a shift-on-the-fly four-wheel drive engagement system. Dash
accessories for the '87 model year Ranger saw upgrades of clocks and radios with electronic
displays. The truck's bed also had an exterior cargo light and a bed-mounted roll bar with
driving lights. Off-Road The four-wheel drive '87 Ranger had 7 inches of ground clearance,
making it more capable off road. Accessories Dash accessories for the '87 model year Ranger
saw upgrades of clocks and radios with electronic displays. Ford Ranger is a nameplate that
has been used on multiple model lines of vehicles sold by Ford worldwide. Primarily in use for
light trucks, the nameplate has been used for distinct model lines of vehicles worldwide since
the model year. In North America, the Ranger is slotted below the F in the Ford light truck range,
serving as smallest pickup truck marketed by the company. In markets where the F-Series and
Super Duty trucks are not marketed by Ford, the Ranger is typically the only Ford pickup truck
offering. In the Americas, the model line is currently in its fourth generation, derived from the
third generation of the Ranger marketed worldwide since Initially developed by Ford Australia ,
the current Ford Ranger T6 is the first version sold as a mid-size pickup truck. Prior to its use
on compact pickup trucks, Ford Motor Company used the Ranger nameplate on three different
model lines. The Edsel division was the first to use the name, with the Edsel Ranger introduced
in as its lowest-trim sedan; the model line lasted through the demise of the Edsel brand. For ,
the Ranger name returned to use by Ford as a trim package for F-Series trucks; in , a
corresponding Bronco Ranger was introduced. Offered through the model year, the Ranger trim
served as the mid-level to high-level trim package. Following the model year, the Ranger trim
line was withdrawn from its light trucks, largely in anticipation of its compact pickup truck
introduced in early The first compact pickup truck designed by Ford, the American-produced
Ranger replaced the Mazda-produced Ford Courier. Produced across three generations using a
single chassis architecture, the model line was marketed from the to the model years ending
retail sales after the model year. The Ranger light-truck chassis architecture served as the basis
for a wide range of vehicles over its production. While among the highest-selling vehicles in the
compact segment for nearly its entire year production, an overall decline in demand for
compact trucks led to its discontinuation after the model year a short run was produced for fleet
sales. On December 22, , the final Ford Ranger produced for North America rolled off the Twin
Cities Assembly line as the final vehicle assembled at the facility. For the model year, Ford
returned the Ranger to its model range in North America after an eight-year hiatus ; the first
example rolled off the assembly line on October 22, Sized closely to the Ford Explorer Sport
Trac, the model line was adapted to accommodate US government regulations with other
modifications made to match local market demands. As of current production, the two-door
standard cab is not offered for sale in North America nor is the Ranger Raptor. To accommodate
the demand for the vehicle, Ford Argentina commenced local production of the Ranger in ,
introducing a four-door cab not sold in North America. During the s, Rangers produced by Ford
Argentina shared a common chassis with North American-produced vehicles offering a diesel
engine to meet local demand. For , the locally-produced Ranger underwent a final exterior
revision exclusive to South America. Ford Argentina ended production of the compact Ranger
following the model year slightly before the United States to shift its production to the mid-size
Ranger T6 its current model line. Ford entered the compact truck segment in by marketing the
second-generation Mazda B-Series under the Ford Courier nameplate. While the US-produced
Ranger replaced the Courier in American markets, in global markets, Ford continued to source
the Courier from Mazda into the s, following development of the B-series model line. In , Ford
began the use of the Ranger nameplate on Mazda-sourced pickup trucks, except in Australia
and New Zealand, where the Courier remained through The first generation Ranger was
produced from to , while the second generation was produced from to ; the latter was derived
from the Mazda BT which replaced the long-running B-series. The first mid-size Ranger, the T6
is marketed worldwide though excluded from sale from the United States and Canada by Ford
from to From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This is the latest accepted revision , reviewed on
11 February For the current generation sold globally, see Ford Ranger T6. For the international
version jointly developed with Mazda, see Ford Ranger international. Main article: Ford Ranger
Americas. New York Daily News. Retrieved 26 December Retrieved Index of articles associated
with the same name. Ford vehicles. Ford Motor Company. E-Series Cutaway F F Category
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Wikimedia Commons has media related to Ford Ranger. It is small, but still has 4WD and
enough power to get into some trouble. Mnine has a 4" body lift and some decently bulky tires
on it too. It gets the job done. Pros: I love this truck! It's a really good size for my needs and has
enough power to play with. Cons: I don't really hate anything about it. I wish it had a little bigger
engine though. Cons: plastic gears in tranny that break easy and r expensive to replace.
Awesome â€” The truck has a 2. Doesn't have mcuh power but since it is diesel i can drive
around in town and blow smoke on some car following me close and they never get near me
again. Decent Little Truck. I actually like lockers. The 2. It was middle of the road for
performance in my opinion. Build Quality- Well it was 17 years old when I bought it. Still was in
good shape, only had a few rust spots. I would say it was very mechanically sound till that
point. I think k was all she had in her. Appearance- pretty much a basic box shaped truck. Once
you jack it up and put bigger wheels on it, it really starts to actually look like a bad MF'er cost to
own- got decent gas mileage, didn't require anything till it cracked the head, then it just fell
apart after that. Fun Factor- Lots of fun with this little 4x Just A Simple Beast!!! It has plenty of
power for the typical owner but you could always throw in a V8!!! Definitely get the 4x4 with the
extended cab. It was a blast to drive and 4 wheel with too!! It is a great quality small truck.
Although it only has a 2. It is a nice truck with little body work done a little body filler and new
metal needed for the rusty fenders but it has a grey and silver bottom trim pait job. It looks very
good. Theres a few modifications in the cab like a cargo net in the back and center console on
the roof where the 4WD touch switch was put and a spot for a police scanner or CB radio. This
truck we got for free because the procelin of a spark plug was stuck in the head. It has 32 inch
tires and American racing wheels. It has a modified straight exhaust, but were soon getting a
cherry bomb glass pack muffler. The aftermarket 3" body lift makes it look like a average height
pickup. The truck doesn't need much maintenance unless you have rust on the body, just the
nessasary oil changes and spark plugs. Although it has a 2. It would be nicer if it could have a
bigger engine but its a workhorse and the biggest motor they had for rangers that year. The
4WD works well, this truck can get up with most of the newer trucks up hills, through mud, and
through snow or any off road condition. The 4WD has the maual lockin hubs so you have to get
out and swith the two front wheels in to gear. It has two Jump pull out seats in the back of the
cab for extra space also the capartments are a good storage spot. Pros: 4WD, Good looking,
easily customizable, rides good. Cons: Small engine but fast, Manual locking hubs, Fenders
rust. Best Truck â€” Best pickup in it's class! This truck is a great overall mid-size truck. If you
want a nice looking, good performing, solid truck for work or for yourself. I have made a few
modifications to increase overall hp. I also threw out the small tires it comes with and added
larger, more robust looking tires. The ride on this truck is excellent for a truck. Sweet Range â€”
The Rranger is by far my fav, I've owned 3 of them. The perfect size if you have no kids! Easy to
get around in and I could put my motorcycle in the back if I had to and pull a small boat 10 foot.
I moved with this truck and it was very easy to work on at home. Unfortunately very under
powered. Pros: small, easy to get around in city and country, pack anything. Cons: can only
take two people very under powered. This is a very nice truck. I had a Ford Escape I traded in on
this, and I must say the ride is very similar. I was expecting a more jolting, less smooth ride, but
this is not the case. My Ranger is Read More. Love the truck, good lines, good power from turbo
4 cylinder, looks tuff with small lift. Great Truck for the price was considering a tacoma but got
into the ranger and was impressed Read More. No frills just basic. Mileage too high but nice
truck. Cant beat a ford truck. Love the truck. It looks just like in the pictures and I plan on
buying. Engine compartment was full of sand, both sides were scratched up, needs new shifter,
new rear bumper, and new tire rims. It had all the bells and whistle great color just got to make
up my mind Read More. Great truck came with everything I wanted excellent condition Read
More. We bought it! It had everything we needed WD, 4 door, 6. The only thing we wanted it
didnt have was a camper shell. Have you driven a Ford Ranger? Rank This Car. User Reviews.
Displaying 1 - 10 of Ford Ranger 10 reviews. Kyle writes:. Pros: everything. Cons: nothing. Is
this helpful? Yes No. Allen writes:. Cargo Capacity:. Daniel writes:. Pros: excelent at offroading.
David writes:. Pros: it gets 25mpg and its a 4x4. Cons: very slow looses speed up small hilsls.
Matt writes:. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: Good little 4x4. Cons: 2,9 liter engine had
no balls. Dave writes:. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: it was a beast!!! Cons: tranny.
Steven writes:. Aaron writes:. Pros: all metal. Cons: year. Derrick writes:. Michelle writes:.
Reviews From Other Years. Read all 15 Ford Ranger reviews. Read all 17 Ford Ranger reviews.

Read all 21 Ford Ranger reviews. Read all 7 Ford Ranger reviews. Read all 16 Ford Ranger
reviews. Cars compared to Ford Ranger. Related Models For Sale. Other Years. Used Cars for
Sale. Compare Ford Ranger to Related Models. Select Year Pros: everything Cons: nothing 14 of
14 people found this review helpful. Yes No Looking for a Used Ranger in your area? Pros:
excelent at offroading Cons: plastic gears in tranny that break easy and r expensive to replace 4
of 6 people found this review helpful. Pros: it gets 25mpg and its a 4x4 Cons: very slow looses
speed up small hilsls 2 of 6 people found this review helpful. Primary Use: Commuting to work
Pros: Good little 4x4 Cons: 2,9 liter engine had no balls 6 of 8 people found this review helpful.
Cons: tranny 2 of 3 people found this review helpful. Pros: all metal Cons: year 2 of 2 people
found this review helpful. Pros: small, easy to get around in city and country, pack anything
Cons: can only take two people very under powered 2 of 2 people found this review helpful.
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Regular gas 87 octane for the 2. Thread starter rangerdanger Start date Oct 17, I was browsing
the Ford Ranger owner's manual and came across this page about fuel and refueling. Stic-o
Well-Known Member. That would be amazing! But I doubt it FelixDaCat Member. Seems like it!
The Ranger tech specs just posted says 87 octane. Smithers Member. So I was reading through
the manual yesterday for this and this is the important paragraph I came across. The
performance gained by using premium fuel is most noticeable in hot weather as well as other
conditions, for example when towing a trailer. See Towing page Smithers said:. Yeah, my '15
focus st could run on 87, but I always used 91, and even had to start using the the better brand
gas stations, otherwise when I used the cheaper gas stations, even Costco. I would get a check
engine light. Only way to fix it was better gas, and stick your foot in it to burn it off. Ford had no
fix for it still don't unless they This now explains the hp ratings. At least they learned.
LoneStarFlatLanders said:. Older BMW pre-turbos owner's manuals are like this too. The car
can run on 87 but they recommend 91 or better for optimal performance and fuel economy.
Schafies Well-Known Member. If paying cash 87 will be fine. R G Member. Octane has nothing to
do with mileage, it is strictly a question of detonation control. Running a lower octane gas
means the the computer will pull timing, or otherwise run in a slightly detuned state. With higher
octane fuel, the engine can sustain heavier loads while making more power which by its very
nature means more fuel, not less. As long as it doesn't throw codes when running on 87, the
beauty here is you can run cheap gas when commuting on level ground, and then switch to the
good stuff when towing or doing something which requires heavy application of throttle. But as
I said before, this is not a question of mileage. I'm thrilled the car will run on regular, or even
mid grade. Save the more expensive good gas for times when it's needed. R G said:. Xfitter
Active Member. FelixDaCat said:. I imagine that'd give us a good idea of power delta when
running different octanes on the Ranger too. Initial Testing - 87 vs. To start off our testing, we
wanted to see the power difference on the as-delivered from the dealer 87 vs. Due to the factory
mph speed limiter interrupting 4th gear pulls, these runs were done in 3rd gear. When switching
fuel octane, it takes some time for the PCM to adjust ignition timing to take advantage of the
higher octane. Our car was driven for 2 weeks after the change from 87 to 92 octane to ensure it
was at -1 OAR and then the comparison pulls were made. You must log in or register to reply
here. Please expect shipping and customer service delays. We appreciate your patience and
continued support. See results below for Ford Ranger Parts. Classic Industries is America's
first choice for Ford Ranger parts and accessories. Product TRH. Reproduction driver side
headlight assembly for Ford F, F, and F trucks and Broncos. This lamp is for base model trucks
without chrome trim. Does not View Product Details. Product TRG. Reproduction passenger
side headlight assembly for Ford F, F, and F trucks and Broncos. Product A These gradient
density fuel pump strainers deliver reliable filtration and are the first line of defense against fuel
system contaminants. Maximum filtering for increased fuel filter, fuel pump and fuel system life.
For use All pumps meet or exceed OE specifications in fit, form, and function Product TRQ. This
high quality reproduction is features OE-style die-cast construction, a triple chrome-plated
finish, and Product 91L Reproduction ignition switch for Mustang and a variety of other Ford,
Lincoln, Mercury models. Each switch is produced in die-cast metal with an eleven-blade,
plastic, rectangular connector. Designed to fit Product AB. Alternator voltage regulator
connector for various Ford and Mercury models including Mustang, Bronco, and F-Series
trucks. This OEM style 6-wire pigtail will plug directly into most Ford external voltage
regulators. Product FM Our remanufactured power steering pump is thoroughly
remanufactured, carefully inspected and restored to OEM appearance and function!

Specifications: Pumps are thoroughly cleaned and exterior surfaces reconditioned for If you?
Product 84L Reproduction "first-design" die-cast outer door handle for Mustang, Mercury Capri
and a wide variety of additional Ford and Mercury models. Manufactured in die-cast metal to
Ford factory Product MSD 6-series box direct plug-in harnesses for Mustang 5. This harness
plugs directly into your factory coil and harness, then the four color coded wires plug into the
MSD 6-Series box. This coil has a unique turns ratio , lower primary resistance than factory coil,
produces more output voltage and will work with stock ignition systems. Note: CARB Product
DWT. Replacing your original damaged or missing windshield glass will enhance your vehicle?
Product P. Reproduction 9-terminal headlamp switch for a wide variety of Ford Truck models.
This switch mounts on the dash and controls the flow of electrical current to the headlamp
system. Each switch comes without the knob or Product B. Replacement style windshield
washer pump replaces the stock washer pump on a wide variety of Ford, Lincoln, and Mercury
models. Each washer pump is designed to install and operate as original but may differ slightly
Get faster throttle response, quicker acceleration, and smoother shifting with a Fidanza billet
aluminum flywheel! Fidanza billet aluminum flywheels are CNC machined from the highest
quality T6 aluminum to deliver Product MN Will fit front or rear with 10" brakes. Applications:
Charger Daytona Coronet Premium grade replacement brake drums features either an
electrocoating or OE style painted finish for protection from the elements, factory style castings
ensure superior performance, quality and proper fitment. Product 81L This is a 2 - speed wiper
motor, and will install and operate just like the original. Remanufactured to factory
specifications. Product RS RetroSound Standard stereo speakers offer high quality sound at an
exceptional value. Treated foam surrounds to deliver the most natural sound possible with no
distortion and remarkable durability. Features Mylar tweeters to RetroSound Premium stereo
speakers is a great way to upgrade the sound in your classic. Features a Neodymium magnet
structure for high power handling in a slim-mount. Santoprene surrounds deliver the most
natural sound Product CB These professional quality replacement bonded brake shoes are
designed to maximize the capability of drum brake systems, providing the best overall
performance for everyday driving conditions. Product WB Replace your worn out original wheel
bearings to maintain proper alignment and smooth rolling. Always check the bearings whenever
removing the brake drum or rotor. General Motors Applications A quality replacement front
wheel grease seal. These seals should always be replaced when servicing your wheel bearings.
Product FL This standard engine oil cooler provides additional cooling to protect engine and
transmission from overheating. Mount to the front of the radiator or AC condenser. Product HP
The heavy duty construction provides up to PSI hydrostatic Product GM12SK. Aftermarket
replacement now available for 12 bolt models. The shim kit includes the correct size pinion
shims for 12 bolt applications. Set Includes 10 shims that measure 2. Shim thickness: 3 Repair
torn and worn-out tie rod end boots - without having to buy the entire tie rod. Add durability
surpassing most OEM rubber boots. Exclusive octagon style features 5-point sealing action.
Made of high performance Manufactured and inspected to OEM-level standards, Centric?
Centric OE replacement wheel seals retain lubricant, keep contaminants out, and protect wheel
bearings from premature wear. Manufactured and inspected to factory standards for direct fit.
Sold individually. Click Here For Product M This kit contains a steering wheel adapter and
hardware for installing a MOMO 6-bolt hub steering wheel on a Mustang. MOMO adapters are
designed to collapse in case of an accident. Product MG Motive Gear Performance ring and
pinions for Ford rear ends. Extensive tested Motive Gear? Product MCP. Customize your
Wilwood tandem master with a new billet top cover plate. CNC machined from Aluminum and
engineered to be a direct bolt on using the factory screws. These cover plates are available in
either a black Replacement antenna for Mustang models. Features an oval base with all metal
mounting hardware. Available with a collapsible stainless mast and includes antenna cable.
Product MCB. Available with a fixed stainless mast and includes antenna cable. This is a
replacement pressure switch for Mustang models with power rack and pinion steering. This is
engineered to OE specifications to insure proper fit and function. Product 13AC. Now as a new
added feature, you can enhance your digital dash by adding this light dimming kit to adjust the
dimming
2003 volkswagen
2008 chevy malibu headlight wiring harness
68 chevy truck wiring diagram
feature built into your instrument system for night driving. This aluminum knob and bezel
works only with This universal billet fuel filler neck will add a custom look to any vehicle. Made
from machined billet aluminum it offers OEM quality sealing. Note: Some modification may be
required. Premium quality replacement outer wheel bearing for all Camaro models. Always

check the bearings whenever removing the Product FD Perfect for the enthusiast that has
upgraded his rear end and now wants the ultimate in braking Perfect for the enthusiast that has
upgraded his rear end and now wants the ultimate in Close Notification. Toll Free 1. Select Year
All Years Select Make All Makes. Select Model All Models. Products Categories All Categories.
View As: Grid Detail. Rear Wheel Axle Bearing. Rear Axle Shaft Seal. Motive Gear Performance
3. Motive Gear Performance 4. All Categories. General Information. If you continue to have
problems with this form, please contact us during normal business hours.

